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Introduction 

D1.uing braking maneUVel'S the vehicle may Ins'; its directional stabilitv 
under different for in.stance if the .slip rntio of rear \vheeIs is greater 

than of the front Olles, and its speed is greater than nitieaL this critical speed 

depends on the yehide design parameters and l he operating conditions [1]. 
In the present work the yehiclt' is treatt'd as a one mass system with 

three degrees of freedom. Tht' yehicle is forced to move in horizontal plane 

and is subjected to :'mall external disturhauee~. The analysis procedure has 
heen de:3erihecl iD [l]. 

The Etudv does not arm at finding the stability criteria, hut at iuyesti
gating vehicle hehayiouL either stable or l1ll5tahle, during disturhed hraking 

maueuvers, where the vehicle characteristic equation IS analysed similar to 

that of a "spring mass" system wi th linear damping. 
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vehicle nlass. G == rn!!. 
longitudinal 'speed ' 
side-slip velocity 
yawing rate 
braking force 
side forces 

Notations 

distance between the vehicle centre of gravity and thc front wheel centre. 
distance between the vehicle centre of gravity and the rear wheel centre. 
\\-heel-base ~ . 
road coefficient of friction 
front slip-ratio 
rear slip-ratio 
tyre lateral stiffness 
tyre longitndinal stiffness 
characteristic equation operator 
time 
phase angle 
damping coefficient 
spring constant 
torque about the vertical axis path through the vehicle centre of gravity 
inertia of the vehicle (centre of gravity) 

* Research work made in the Department of Motor Vehicles. Technical University 
Budapest 
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Equations of ~iotion 

The vehicle is simplified to have 3 degrees Gf freedom, the equations 
of motion are 

mtzl VI') EFx 

m(v + nr) = EFy 

Ir = ET. 

(1 ) 

Assuming controlled slip-ratios at the front and rear wheels, the longi
tudinal force F- is constant. According to the assumption of small disturbances 
in the side-slip velocity, for a ya'wing rate r the equations become [1]; 

m(v + nr) EFy (2) 

Ir=ET 
where 

EFy Fyf + Fyr 

1:T= aFyf - bF~'r (3) 

According to Dugoff's tyre model [2], the lateral forces at the front 
and rear tyres (Fyf and Fyr resp.) can he determined for I. < 1 (tyre slip) as 
follows [1]; 

and 

where 

and 

Fgf = (C,)Cs)j' 11'1 • G . fJ' SF! . (v -!- ar)/u KpSpl (v ar)!u 

Kp = (C~!Cs)f'lP1 . G· ,Lt. 

KR = (C.,/Cs)r"P2· G· f.l. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

It is noted that the vertical forces at tyre contact patches arc calculated 
according to the quasi-static assumption, or the ratio of the height of centre 
of gravity to the wheel-base is assumed to be small. 

However, substituting Eqs (4) in Eqs (2), the following system of linear 
differential equations results. 

v + Av + Br = 0 

r + Cr + Dv = 0 

(7) 

(8) 
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where 

A = (KFSpl KRSFiI)/mu 

B = u (KFaSpl - KRbSFii)/um 

C = (a2K FSpl + b2K RSFi 1)/Iu 

D (aKFSpl - bKRSFiI)/Iu 

where 

10= mK2 and K2 ~ ab. 

Characteristic Equation of the System 
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(9) 

(10) 

(ll) 

(12) 

To f;o]ve the system of linear differential equations (7) and (8) assume 

v = ePt and r = ept • 

Suhstituting in Eqs (7), (8) leads to the characteristic equation 

p2 + 2np 

where 

2n = A + C 

a!= AC BD. 

(14) 

(IS) 

(16) 

(17) 

It is interesting to note that Eq. (IS) is similar to the characteristic 
equation of a "spring mass" with linear damping system, namely: 

2n = damping coefficient 

a; = spring constant. 

Similar characteristic equation was derived hy Ellis [3] for studying 
the natural frequency of steady-state vehicle Illotion. But in this equation 
the spring constant and the damping coefficient did not include the effects 
of the longitudinal stiffness, road condition or the slip-ratios of the tyres. 
These important parameters are found in the derived Eq. (IS). The effect 
of these factors on the vehicle mode of motion has to he investigated. 

However, the damping coefficient. Eq. (16), can he written as: 

(IS) 
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where 
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11'1(1 + a/b) = 1Pl 

1pZ(1 + bla) = 1PZ 

1fJl = 1 

(19) 

Here it is recognized that the damping coefficient is always positive and 
much depends on the front a:vd rear slip-ratios, lateral and longitudinal stiff
ness ratios of front and rear tyres, as well as on the speed and the roa(l surface 

coefficient of adhesion. 
The spring constant becomes 

2 = (f1,g)2 (C IC) rc iC) S-IS--1 
(ts " s! \ "-, s r F R 

tlL 
f1,g rL(1' 'C) S-1 T "",.! S r R (20) 

It is clear 'i"hat the consta:nt 111ay hf' positiyc OT :negatiyC'. If 

a2 = -ev. value the motion 'will be UIl::'tab]e. On the other hand the motion 
will be alwavs stahle if condition 

(21) 

is satisfied. 
Even the stahility condition complies with th(~ hehuyiour of the response 

terms v and T, it mainly depends on the vehicle speed, tyre characteristics. 
road condition and slip-ratios. Here the "vehicle hehavi(nlr can be examined 
as that of a vibrating system. 

Discussiou of the Characteristic 

The roots of characteristic equation (15) are wTitten in the form 

It is clear from Eq. 22 that the vehicle motion may be oscillatory or 
non-oscillatory, the mode of motion depends on the following conditions; 

1 - (asln)2 < 1 non-oscillating 

In this case the side-slip velocity and the yaw rate take and exponentional 
form and the motion is stahle if (as/n)2 > o. Here the motion and the time 
where the response terms vanish are highly dependent on the mentioned 

factors. 
For example: if SR = L SF = 0.1, = 1, lL = lo(mjs), I 4.5 (m), g = 9.81 

and (C(1./Cs)! = (C,,,/Cs)r = l. 
Equations (18), (20) yield the values of the spring constant a;, and of 

the damping coefficient, 2n: 

a; c.= -10 (unstahle motion) 
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and 2n = 11. 

The motion is exponential, but diverging, where 

(as/n)2 = - 0.33. 

This means that the first root, PI = P of Eq. (22) IS positiye and the 
disturbed response terms arc increasing ,vith time. 

Under the same conditions and reducing the speed to 6 m/s, the motion 
tends to be stable, where 

a; = +7.77 (stable motion) 

2n = 18.3. 

It can be noted in the stable region that the time where the response 
time is nearly zero decreases as the speed decreases as a consequence of the 
increase in the damping coefficient 2n (see Fig. 1). 

If the road coefficient of friction is reduced to 0.2, the speed where the 
motion will transform from stable to unstable will decrease, as indicated 
in Fig. 1. 

(2) If (asln)2 = 1 (critical motion). 

In this case the motion will change from oscillatory to exponential, 
and the damping coefficient is the critical damping. The motion is always 
stable as shown in Fig. 2. Here it is interesting to find the effect of vehicle 
speed on the slip-ratio, which is assumed to be equal between front and rear 
tyres. 
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Fig. 2 

For example, if 

(Ca./Cs)j = (Ca./Cs)r = 1, II = 10 (m/s), g = 9.81 (mjs2), l = 4.5 (m) 

a = b, m 1000 (kg), and SF = SR = 0.1 

then 2n 20 

a; = 100 and (a/n)2 = 1. 

If SF = SR = 1 

then 

2n 2 

a; = 1 and (a/n)2 =-= 1. 

Here it is important to see, that the vehicle's damping coefficient and 
spring constant are highly reduced with increasing front and rear (equal) 
slip-ratios. This means that the disturhed lateral velocity and yawing rate 
vanish more quickly with increasing front and rear (equal) slip-ratios (see 
Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 sho·ws that a result similar to incrcasing both front and rear slip
ratios is obtained by l"educing the speed. 

Fig. 3 shows the effect of tYTe characteristics assuming constant speed 
and front and rear tyre slip-ratios. It ean be noted that if (Ca./Cs)j = 3 and 
(Ca./Cs)r = 0.3 (ratios for actually available tyres [2]) the motion changes 
from stable to unstable at a certain critical specd; in this case, as seen in Fig. 3, 
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this critical "peed is in the rangc 12 to 12.5 m/s when f.L = 1 (dry asphalt sur
face). However, if the rear ratio of lateral to longitudinal stiffness is greater 
than the front one «C,,/Cs)j = 0.3 and {C,JCs)r = 3), the motion is always 
stahle. Here the speed decides if the motion is exponential or oscillatory, ill 
othpr words, increasing the speed ahove a certain limit (n :::.> 15 m/s) the motion 
will Iw oscillatory and below it the motion v"ill be exponential. 

The third ease is where 

3 (as/n)2 > 1 (Oscillatory motion). 

The motion will be oscillatory if the roots are complex, and stable if 
the real part is negative. In oscillatory motion the side-slip velocity and 
yawing rate can he represented by the assumed solution epl as follows: 

epl = e-nl • sin (Va; - n2 t+ cp) 

where 

cp = phase angle = tan ~l V (as/n)2 - 1 

and 

p = - n + jn V (as/n)2 - 1. 

The motion is knov.-n, to be stable if the slip ratio of the front wheels is 
greater than that of the rear ones (SF> SR) [1,3]. Fig 4. illustrates this fact, 
where the vehicle behaviour (exponential or oscillatory) is highly affected by 
the road surfaee condition. For a high coefficient of friction (f.L = 1) the motion 

2 
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was exponential and with a decreasing coefficient of friction the motion is 
oscillatory, ,v-ith increased amplitudes. These results mean that, even if S p > SR 
the vehicle will not move in straight line but deviate. The deviation highly 
depends on the road condition. 

Summary 

The behaviour of vehicle subjected to disturbed braking maneuvers is studied. The 
vehicle motion is analysed as a vibrating system "ith a spring constant and damping coeffi· 
cient. The system is assumed of linear behaviour applying small disturbances in side·slip 
velocity and ya,,-ing rate. 

The vehicle behaviour is investigated by plotting the assumed solution of the linear 
differential equation system. 

The tyre characteristics, road surface, speed and slip.ratios have a great effect on chang. 
ing the motion from exponential to oscillatory or from stable to unstable, enhancing the 
importance of the previously d<>rived critical speed during braking. 
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